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INTRODUCTION

'AMR, son of Qami'ah, belonged to the great tribe of Bakr son of Wa'il, and

to the section of it called after Qais son of Tha'labah. Of his life very little is

recorded by tradition. In the Aghanl (xvi, 163-166) only two incidents relating

to him are mentioned : the first is the story of his breach with his uncle Marthad,

which is connected with the first poem in the Dlwan, and the second is the fact

that he accompanied Imra' al-Oais on his journey to Constantinople. It is also said

that he reached the age of ninety before starting on that expedition, in the course

of which he died, somewhere in Asia Minor, after passing through the Cilician

Gates (ad-Darb\ Ibn Qutaibah* mentions that he had been one of the followers

(je.ii.)
of Hujr, father of Imra' al-Qais, which is scarcely consistent with the story

told in the Aghanl (pp. 165-6) that his skill as a poet was unknown to Imra' al-Oais

until the latter visited, in the course of his wanderings after the murder of Hujr,

the tribe of Bakr. If the age assigned to 'Amr may be taken as approximately

correct, and if the journey of Imra' al-Oais to Constantinople took place, as con-

jectured by Prof. Noldeke, sometime between 530 and 540 A.D., the life of

'Amr b. Qami'ah must have fallen, as to a great part of it, in the 5th century.

He is said in the Aghanl to have been the son of Qami'ah son of ?-ij3, a name

which should perhaps be vocalized Dhirrlh, meaning the Cantharis or Spanish-fly.

The poisonous character of this insect might, on the principles of nomenclature

followed in ancient Arabia, have caused it to be chosen as the name for a warrior :

the vocalization Dharlh, on the other hand, yields no martial sense. Dhirrlh is

said to have been the son of Sa'd son of Malik, chief of the clan of Qais son of

Tha'labah and their leader in the War of al-Basus. The name Dhirrlh is, however,

generally (as in our Dlwari) omitted, and 'Amr is represented as the grandson of

Sa'd, whose name occurs frequently in our poems. The family had many poets

belonging to it : verses ascribed to Sa'd are in the Hamasah of Abu Tammam

* Shfr wa-Shu'ara, pp. 45"*, and 222".

L.



2 INTRODUCTION

(p. 248) : Muraqqish the Elder, of whom ten pieces are included in the Mufaddallyat,

was 'Amr's uncle (or great-uncle), and Muraqqish the Younger and Tarafah were

his cousins. Another cousin, Bishr son of 'Amr son of Marthad, has contributed

two pieces to the Mufaddallyat. A more distant kinsman was the great poet

Maimiin al-A'sha, an older contemporary of the Prophet. A genealogical table

showing the members of the family (which omits Dhirrlh) will be found on p. 166

of the translation of the Mufaddallyat, vol. ii.

Of 'Amr's compositions a few, mostly short, are well-known. No. IV, the

piece contained in the Hamasak, is celebrated. The verses relating to old age,

No. Ill, 9 15, are also frequently quoted*, and so is the interesting poem

(No. XII) dealing with wine. Ibn Qutaibah cites the long ode No. II as a fine

example of those compositions in which justice is done to the achievements of the

poet's adversaries (al-Munsifat}. The three poems which come first in the Dlwan

are all in the British Museum MS. of the Mufaddallyatt and in the Kitab al-

Ikhtiyarain, of which there is an ancient MS. in the India Office Library t. Of

the sixteen poems and fragments contained in the Dlwan only three (V, VII, and

VIII) do not appear to be cited elsewhere under the poet's name. Outside the

Dlwan nine fragments, containing nineteen verses, have been collected, chiefly

from the Hamasah of al-Buhturl (204-284 n), and the Kitab al-Hayawan of

al-Jahidh (died 255 n).

The first piece in the Dlwan offers a remarkable example of the appropriation

of the work of one poet by another (or by some traditionist on the latter's behalf).

As the tale is told in the Aghanl, this ode was composed by 'Amr in the following

circumstances: His father Qami'ah died when he was very young, leaving him to

the care of his uncle Marthad, who was much attached to him. 'Amr was a hand-

some youth, very popular, and admired by his tribe for his gifts as a poet. Marthad

had a young wife, a beauty, who fell in love with 'Amr, and one day when her

husband was absent attempted to seduce him. He resisted, both from regard to

his reputation and from respect to his uncle, and left her. With love turned to

hatred, she resolved on vengeance. The second and third of 'Amr's toes on each

foot were joined together, thus giving a peculiar character to his footprints ;
and

when he had gone, the woman called her maid, and covered up the impressions of

his feet on the sandy floor of the tent with an inverted platter (jafnali). When her

* One early instance is that mentioned in Agh. xvi, 165, at the death of the Umayyad Caliph

'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, which took place on the uth Shawwal 86 H (= gth Oct. 705 A.D.).

t These MSS. are described in the Introduction to the Mufaddallyat, vol. i.
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husband returned, she uncovered them and showed them to him, saying that the

man whose footprints they were had offered violence to her. Marthad thereupon

in a rage, believing her story, seized his sword Dliu-l-faqar'ax\& sought to kill 'Amr

with it. The latter, being warned, fled, and took refuge at the court of the King
of al-Hlrah* in Babylonia. There he thought of satirizing Marthad, but rejected

the idea, and composed this poem in his praise, and exculpating himself. The

poem as it stands fits the circumstances as related fairly well : the false accusation

is referred to in v. 6, and the praise which follows is well expressed. The result

was that Marthad renounced his hostility against 'Amr, who was able to return to his

tribe. Comparing this poem with one attributed (by Abu 'Ubatdah on the authority

of Abu 'Amr ash-Shaibam) to al-Husain son of al-Humam, a chief of the tribe of

Murrah, a subdivision of Dhubyan, in Agharil xii, 126, we find that the prelude,

vv. 1-3, in both is identical. V. 4, which introduces the subject of the poem,
differs considerably in al-Husain's ode from the wording of 'Amr's. V. 5 is almost

identical in both. V. 6 has a certain resemblance in the first hemistich, but not in

the second. V. 7 in al-Husain's poem is without doubt shaped upon v. 7 of 'Amr's.

Vv. 8, 9, and 10 of al-Husain's ode correspond closely with vv. 11, 9 and 10 of

'Amr's : v. 8 of the latter's poem is the only one which finds no parallel in the

other. According to the tradition in Agh. xii, 126, a man named Hubashah, who

was a client of al-Harith b. Dhalim of Murrah, was slain by one al-Muthallim

b. Ribah, who placed himself under the protection of al-Husain b. al-Humam, who

accepted him as a client. Al-Harith b. Dhalim, as the result of this, brought a

claim against al-Husain for the bloodwit of Hubashah. Al-Husain thereupon

applied to his tribe for help in meeting the cost, but in vain
;
he then asked

assistance from the Banu Humais, who as a tribe were his clients f. They answered

that they could not pay the price of blood in camels, but were willing to pay in

sheep if he would take it in that form. Thereupon al-Husain made this poem,

complaining of their ingratitude to him for the protection he had given them

(apparently in the War of the Huraqah
1

^. The fine picture of Marthad's generosity

which 'Amr has drawn in his ode is appropriated by al-Husain in the other version

to himself, by way of magnifying the offence of the Banu Humais: but one verse,

No. 8, about the heap of ashes under the cauldron, which is characteristic of 'Amr's

work, is omitted. The date of al-Husain's poem must be about a century later

* In the Aghaiit, p. i64
12

, King 'Amr b. Hind is mentioned, an evident anachronism. The name
should be al-Mundhir b. Ma' as-Sama (or ash-Shaqlqah), 'Amr's father.

t See Mufaddatlyat ii, p. 34. \ See Miifaddallyat, I.e.

I 2
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than that of 'Amr's, and the case certainly appears to be one of barefaced thieving,

if we are to believe that tradition is right in ascribing the later piece to al-Husain.

In examining any collection of Arabic poems claiming to be ancient with

reference to their authenticity, certain points have to be borne in mind. First,

does the poet's language and mode of handling his subjects appear to be consistent

in the several compositions, and do they agree with the account given of him by
tradition ? The fact that our poet was for a time estranged from his tribe is

referred to in Nos. I, 5, II, 5 ff., VII, 9 ff., VIII, 4, often in identical language:

notwithstanding this estrangement, however, he continues to praise his people for

their prowess in war and other great qualities, chiefly their boundless generosity.

The breach was healed, and in other poems he speaks of common action with

them, and deeds of daring and adventure which he celebrates: so in Nos. Ill, V,

and XI, 20 ff. All this is evidently quite consistent, both in itself and with

tradition. The poet appears, in another series, as one given, in his youth, to

revelry and indulgence in wine: so in Nos. IV, 2, 3, XII, XIII, 5, all of which

passages agree in language and sentiment. Another phase of thought is that of

reflections on old age: so in Nos. Ill, 8 ff., IV, i, 4, 5, V, 6-13, VII, 4, 5: these

too are all in the same vein, and there is no difficulty in ascribing them to the

same author.

The poet, if his age is rightly given, must have seen something of the long

War of al-Basus, which according to legend lasted for forty years, though the

principal battles in it occurred at the beginning of that period. There is however

no mention by name of the adversaries of Bakr, the sister-tribe of Taghlib, in the

Dlwan, unless we are to understand that the stout (unnamed) antagonist of No. II,

16-25, represents this enemy, which is not improbable. The King of al-Hlrah,

who is said to have made peace between the tribes, is referred to in No. XV, 15 ff.,

where it is interesting to find that he is called (vv. 17, 18) the "Son of ash-Shaqlqah."

This was the name by which al-Mundhir III was known to the contemporary

Byzantines,
'

AXapovvSapos 6 SaKKi/crjs, and its use here, instead of the commonly
current Ibn Ma as-Sama, is a strong piece of evidence for the antiquity of the poem.

As 'Amr belonged to a household of poets, we should expect to find him using

phrases resembling those of other composers of his family, and this proves to be

the case. The prelude of No. I agrees in sense, though not in wording, with that

of the first poem of the Elder Muraqqish {Mufaddt. No. XLV). In v. n of

No. 1 1 there is the same phrase (misunderstood by the scholiasts) as in v. 1 1 of

Muraqqish's poem, Mufaddt. L, hi- Wuddiki ma qaumr. the reference to the gaming
arrows by the name maghaliq in v. 15 corresponds to v. 12 of the poem by
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Muraqqish. In poem No. IV, v. 4 closely corresponds with Muraqqish, No. LIV,

v. 35. In poem No. V, vv. 8-10 resemble the short poem ascribed to the Elder

Muraqqish in Miifaddt., Appendix II. Tarafah, another poet of the stock, can

never have personally known 'Amr b. Qaml'ah, if the latter died before 540: for

Tarafah met his death at the age of 18 during the reign of King 'Amr, son of

al-Mundhir III, sometime between 554 and 569; but that is no reason for supposing

that the younger did not know the older poet's compositions, stored in the memory
of the tribal rawu. Accordingly, in Tarafah 's Miiallaqah, v. 4, we find the same

comparison of camels bearing ladies' litters to ships of 'Adaula in Bahrain as in 'Amr,

VI, 2. In Tarafah, MualL 6, 7, we seem to have an echo of 'Amr XI, n, and

XV, 10. The place Dhat al-Hadh, mentioned in 'Amr X, 7, is referred to in

Tarafah v, 13. The use of the word manlh for an arrow in the game of Maisir

bringing a share of the stakes to him who draws it, in 'Amr II, 15, contrary to the

usual meaning of a blank arrow, is illustrated from Tarafah viii, 3. The rare word

sinnabr for the winter cold, which occurs in Frag. 8, i, attributed to 'Amr, is found

also in Tarafah v, 48. 'Amr's uncle Marthad appears in Tarafah's Muallaqah, 80,

as the father of another 'Amr, cited as a type of generosity.

Al-Asma'i (123-215 n) must have been acquainted with a fairly large collection

of poems ascribed to 'Amr (whose verses in the Diwan, not counting the fragments,

number 220, phis 5 more found in other versions of the poems to which they

belong), because in his Fuhulat ash-Sktiara* he classes him as a.fahl or Master-

poet. It appears that among al-AsmaTs criteria by which he ranked poets as

masters was the fact that they had produced a considerable body of fine verse t,

and this must have been the case with 'Amr ibn QamT'ah. Abu 'Amr ash-Shaibanl,

who died in 205, 206, or 213, is cited in the glosses in our Dtwan, Nos. XII and

XIII, as an authority for the interpretation of his poetry.

'Amr is rather sparingly cited in works of Adab or Belles-lettres, perhaps
because his style is, like that of the earlier poets in general, simple and easily

intelligible, and free from takalhif or curiositas : the authors of such works generally

sought for the strange and unusual {gharlb). His language does not appear to

contain many words which might not be paralleled elsewhere. One of these is

perhaps iiU for a troop of horse in VII, 2: the Lexicons know it only as used for

a band of wild asses. Other words in our text which may possibly be corruptions,

but are not found in the Lexicons, are ail; in II, 10 (cf. the gloss), and Jsui in

* Published by Torrey in Z.D.M.G. LXV; p. 495' is the reference,

t See his remarks on al-Hadirah and Muhalhil, I.e., p. 495" ff.
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II, 18: possibly the latter may be a metathesis for ^>\^o. '^^. applied to a tribe

(*fc) in VII, 6, is an unusual expression: also oLi-l in the same verse is rare.

The word ,lu.t, in XIII, 10, is not in the Dictionaries, though other derivatives

from the same root and with the same meaning are found. If I am right in taking

Sj.Ji in II, 13, in the sense of "a thick bank of cloud on the horizon," this appears

to be a use of the word not found elsewhere.

Another point which requires notice in compositions alleged to be ancient,

and ascribed to a poet of antiquity, is the metres which they exhibit. With one

exception, all the sixteen poems and fragments attributed to 'Amr in the Diwan
are in well-known forms, and quite regular: six pieces are in Tamil (I, II, III,

VII, VHI, XIV), three in Mutaqarib (V, XI, XV), two in Khaflf (VI and IX),

one in Munsarih (IV), one in Kamil (X), one in Wafir (XIII), and one in Sari'

(XVI). The exception is No. XII, a very well-known and characteristic piece. This

appears at first sight to be in Sarf, to which metre vv. i and 2 conform
;
but the

remainder of the poem (see the discussion in the notes) deviates from the normal

form of the Sari' by inverting the order of the second and third feet or groups of

syllables. This abnormality is paralleled in other collections of poems ascribed to

ancient poets. For Muraqqish the Elder, see Mufaddt. liv, also an abnormal form

of the Sari": for Muraqqish the Younger, id. Ivii : for 'Abid b. al-Abras, the

celebrated first poem in his Diwan
; and for Imra' al-Oais, No. Iv (Ahlwardt),

besides the large number of pieces by him in the catalectic Tawil, in which the

third foot of the 2nd hemistich is ^ instead of the approved w _ w; also several

abnormal forms of the second foot of the Tawil found in his poems.

Geographical names are sometimes of importance in indicating the locality

where poems were produced. In the surviving fragments of 'Amr, however, these

are rare. Some of them are not included in the Geographical Lexicons of Bakrl

and Yaqut ;
but those that are found there are consistent with the locality in which

the poet's tribe was settled the mountainous tract of al-Yamamah, looking towards

the Persian Gulf along the shore called al-Bahrain.

In view of these features of the poems ascribed to 'Amr, it appears to me that

we must conclude that there is great probability that they are the genuine work of

that poet. The fact that there was a literary tradition in his family, already referred

to, implies that provision must have existed for the perpetuation of the compositions

of the poets belonging to it by means of rawis ;
and this being so, there is no

difficulty in accounting for their preservation, in spite of their remote antiquity.

Like all that has reached us of the poetry of that age, they exhibit the conventions
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of the poetic art fully settled, and the language of verse thoroughly established as

a literary idiom. They also prove the existence at the time of many rival poets

(see No. XI, v. 2 6 a), so that it would be absurd to treat any of these authors as

inventors of the art of poetry among the Arabs. As I have urged elsewhere*,

that art in Arabia is of immemorial antiquity : its beginnings are lost in ages of

which no memory survives ;
and the earliest poems which have come down to us

are quite late in the order of development of the national poetry.

The Manuscript from which the Dlwan of 'Amr is printed is at Constantinople,

where it is No. 5303 in the library of the Sultan Fatih Mosque. I owe a photo-

graph of it to the kind assistance of Dr. Oskar Rescher. The volume is a collection

of various texts, and is described by Dr Rescher in the Monde Oriental, vii,

p. 126; 'Amr's Dlwan in it occupies 23 pages, and comes second in the compilation.

The first text, entitled Kitab at-tanblh wa-t-tarlf fl sifat al-Kharif, is dated by
the scribe in Rajab 603 (

= Feb. 1207 A.D.), and the copy was made at Aleppo.
None of the following texts bears any date, but may possibly be of about the same

age. The MS. is clearly written and generally fairly correct, especially in regard
to the vocalization.

I have to thank my friend Mr. F. Krenkow of Leicester for placing at my
disposal his collectanea for 'Amr ; and my grateful acknowledgements are also due

to Prof. A. A. Bevan for many helpful suggestions in interpreting the poems.

* See Introduction to the Mufaddt., vol. ii, pp. xxiv-xxvi.

C. J. LYALL.

March 1919.
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i / <

The whole of this poem is in Agh. xvi, 164, 7Va.sr. 293-294; vv. 4-11, without the prelude, make

up No. 54 of the Brit. Mus. MS. of the Mufaddallyat (Bm) and No. 74 (fol. 113 r. and v.) of the A7/a^

al-Ikhtiyarain (Kk), both of which insert v. n between vv. 8 and 9. The Afasari' al-'Ushs/iay (Const.

ed.) p. 329 has the story, and quotes vv. 4, 8, 5, and 6.

2. Agh. ^J, jSLo, ai5L-j.

3. Agh. >j.JI ^ IjJxJ.
6 f e- # i * ^ o

4. Masari\ Kk and Bm .*AJ. -^//. 1 ^-. Kkc : ^1 .^Jbu 31 Sj^i^j .k U ^

w

5. Masan", jJa, J5t^j. ^^. ^yU, ?j*\)i ig*Q- Kkc and Bmc :

M

jl JUL; itjk-o^l ^> Ojj>- ejJlj : ->*J L?>' 15*

til
^Jljjjo^l

lit

6. Masari' jJkU. (for .Jil&). /4^/z. j>jtf j^e. ^^JU.
Bm and Kk : A.;>- O>^' Jv > ^

M ' o J

7. Agh. rt.ltfc.'. Bm and Kk
(_jftju.

Kkc and Bmc: icULJlj . oj'jo- ,,

ij
8. Kk UI ,U.T. (>). ^/bjar/" ljii.l (for

9. Kk op. ^//. IjJ^o (j/4 Kkc and Bmc :

U
JOx 9x0 xx

x

JUuj : Ui^jj ly-^. ^1 Ly aJI l\}jt- Jk-l JUjj : A.J* Sljki^ ^j* >e^j JUo : Sjj

Hi * *

til^ (

V). Kk ^ ' 01 4 Kkc and Bmc :

IJuk JU Uil JU : bl

ii. ^/4. ljijj.l (Vr), with note J-a~JI J^-JI JDU...! ij*.^!. Kk and Bm S.. >jl t. Kkc and

Bmc: .*.jJI U>~oJb *ie ^^ C5-W' ^**" 2**> jj*-
31 S-J^-> J 15

i) ^JJI
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TRANSLATION

For the story connected with this piece see the Introduction, p. 2. Vv. 1-3, the prelude,

evidently shaped on the model of the verses of the Elder Muraqqish, the poet's uncle, in

Mufaddallydt xlv, i, 2. Vv. 4-11, praise of Marthad.

1
i
)
Ye two comrades of mine, be not in such haste to be gone, but gather you

some provision for the way, join yet in pleasant converse with me, and

put off the parting till to-morrow :

(2) Staying here for a day longer will not cause us to miss any coming gain, nor

will my hurrying away a day earlier help me to outstrip Death
;

(3) And if ye grant me a respite for to-day, I shall satisfy a longing desire, and

ye will place me under an obligation, and gather praise from me.********
(4) By thy life ! that soul is not very rightly directed that counsels me secretly to

renounce my tie to Marthad :

(5) Yea, even though harsh words a many have been uttered by him, and time

after time he has reviled me up and down :

(6) For no fault of which I was guilty, save only the word of a wrongful self-

seeker, who plotted deceitfully against me, and did his utmost to gain
his end.

(7) Yea, goodly is the Man, by my life, to whose protection thou mayst surely

appeal, what time in the tribal assembly the crier raises his cry !

(8) Great the pile of ashes beneath his cauldron, his face unruffled by a frown :

never does he disappoint any [of food] therefrom when he lights his fire

under it.

(9) Even though stark famine reigns abroad, and an ice-cold wind blows, leaving
even the rich nought wherewith to help [the poor and the stranger],

(10) Thou endurest the press of the clients and the crushing of their multitude,

when even their kinsman grudges them a gift and quenches his fire,

(i i) Yea, there defends not the weak place in the bulwarks of a tribe any but one

stout of heart, bountiful of face, glorious, not close of fist.

NOTES

(i) The construction of 'an in this verse implies a negative which is not expressed. We see from

vv. 2 and 3 that the meaning is to beg for a day's more delay before the coming parting, and we must

therefore take the literal meaning of v. i to be :
" Be not in so great a hurry as not to take provision for

the way, not to allow me the pleasure of intercourse with my friends, and not to wait till to-morrow." For
this negative use of 'an compare Ibn Hisham, p. 769" : Kana Rasulu-llahi . . . la yahqiru 'ahadan 'an
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yad'uwahu ila-l-Tslami wa-ydridahu 'a/aihi,
" The Prophet did not despise anyone so as not to invite

him to accept Islam or to offer it to him "
;
so also in Tabarl, i, 1397* : 'akramlu saifa Rasiili-llahi 'an

'aqtula lrihi-mr(?atan :
" I honoured the sword of the Prophet so much that 7 could not kill a woman

with it."*

" To gather provision for the way," tazaivwud, is used metaphorically of pleasant memories which

friends carry away with them after parting: see index to Mufaddt. ii, p. 384.

Shaml is a word not adequately explained by the Lexx. : it is a vague and rather general term, but

when construed with/aw' may be rendered "harmony, unity of feeling, pleasant intercourse." Cf. Ibn

Hisham 5 1 88
: Amsau bi-hamdi-llahi mujtamii-sh-shamli.

"
They were God be praised ! living together

in harmony."

(2) That mag/mam here has the meaning of "gain," and not of "spoiling" appears to be clear

from the parallel passage of Muraqqish, where saiban muqbila corresponds to it.

(5) Notice the two opposite meanings of afraa "he ascended," and also "he descended": here

the sense is the latter.

(6) The reference, according to the tradition, is to Marthad's young wife : see the story as

cited above.

ii

"> >?*> ,J <*"?*

* I owe this explanation of the verse, and the examples cited of the" peculiar use of 'a with ellipse

of the negative, to Prof. Bevan. The translation offered in Mufaddaliyat ii, 169 of these two verses of

'Amr's is incorrect, and that now given should be substituted for it.
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jl 1J US dUL* JL aao
* -* * - * '

>

L$J> L*L

* >fJ >^Hj4^i Ud-Ujlj

Ox 0Sx0xo

J>.^^>.

.i U

/ /x x

2 LljU C^ i.^a jU L^u^j > >^jJol C-iul
__^ >' w ^ ' ^

xxftxx ox x X xfxx *ixx xfti

j L -*^*- o

l Ji_A_A_*

This poem is in Kk (No. 70, foil. 109 ?.. to 112 /. with full commentary) and Bm (No. 146).

Vv. 1-4 and 23, 25 are in BQut., 5///V, p. 222
;

vv. i, 2 and n are.in Iqtidab 455-6 ;
v. 2 in Murtada,

Amall ii, 1 10 ; v. 15 in Suyutl, Ashbah iii, 32, and in LA the following vv. are cited :

LA iii, 322
1

)

nxif
i, 486

18
J

v. 1 6 ii, 2i6 15 anon.

v. 2 LA iii, 322
1

)
.

nxif with Amrs name.
v. 3

8

i J 2 X fi X f

i. BQut. ly^ v**-.3- Kkc : : .Jt V^*^ ^*
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2. BQut. A-^J a-f^, (with t>*~- as v.t.)\ LA and Murtada *~iy*J ~.~~,
^Jb : Kk and Bm ^...j. ...

J J J J jA X - J 0X X x s rr

-

-j^'- (with note j^i e ^1 j.fcjjt ^....a....) iLol *}) JUj). The Iqtidab has ^...^...i.
" * '

3. BQut. ill* .^JtiHi (w')- Kkc and Bmc:
"

x o x o

1f [Bmc
x ^

o* , i j ^d

4. BQut. ^-ojij, ^^iJI (^jut. Kk and Bm as text.

J I * ' 33

5. Kkc and Bmc :

6. Kkc and Bmc :

^

7. Kk as text. Bm >o^5 jti (.>*. Kkc:
Ej

8.

Jd ' J 3 ' 3 * 9 J x x

g. Kk and Bm as text. Kkc and Bmc :

(_J
JU J.a...>9 ojJlp. Jk->jj ?-JJ^ s^' O- r

12. Kkc$^ *^ ix< -JlJ lju t l^gJlj. Bmc adds:

Bmc : -{t i

[Bmc :

x 0^

10. Omitted in Kk and Bm. The word i*ii (so vocalized in MS.) is not in the Lexx.

11. Kkc and Bmc: JUJt Jjk .y ^1 ^J^A O^jJ' (J^ 'i 1 (^>y j3 l - *>"**> J^*i- But

compare Mufdt. p. 476, v. 1 1 of poem L (Muraqqish al-Akbar), and commentary.

>^> O^>- Bm goes on : jjt ~-^ : ^

9"0"

13. Bm OJ+A ^5: Kk not clear. Kkc: **-[jJ 5^fr A^3 -j&- w-*** 15* v^^*-* L^'
<V^- >-^ j*^

? " # T^

(V O

14. Kkand Bm jUi. Kkc: v1*^ 1 *^ :J>^ 1

f-O-J'i ^4*ij 1^1La*. *-

^ ly-i eU ^ a~jb L^j

^ x jxj j Oxxe
Bmc :

j-yi lyLa. ^Ai J>ij :
Iv-i >-io^.'i

^^Jl j^*~JI .^jj^ll^ : cUjJI ^5*3 JiAi. Jjti LUJ

^ lyt* sU ^ <L-jL lyi'x) iJJJo _)

After v. 14 Kk and Bm have two additional verses :

* J x xO 9x OJJ ^A
(14 ) l^a^JjJ ^UaiJI ,^3 ^-jiSa jjjJ

OxJ xj x x 5 xj
Kkc: ^ o^jJteJI -^jjuiJIj :J->i ,J ^.j^Jla^l >jk-ft. Bm reads j>j&\ for c. and notes

lit

3
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xOxxflxix * * xx 9 x u* J * f >

Kkc: JUi
(jJI OJJ-*"41 :! >-*

J.^
1 '\^>) ~aJlj . Ujli-o

$ c

o , i , -

1 5- F r ^fffiJ^W Kk a d Bm have >t-;IW (^vi^1

). ar>d Jl**J' f r it**J' : Bm has iloOl as #./. Kkc :

(sic) v~> <tx> j.ja^s l/eife s->>-i J^*J [Bmc j~t\ .jA. til]

if [Bmc U
1 6. Kkc and Bmc :

[Bm
s & '

17. Our MS. has corruptly ^^-SJI for^o-JI, and^^jj^ for AJJ, which are the readings of Kkand Bm.
j x j

Kkc and Bmc :

18. Kkc and Bmc:

ljul [Pvo^iio] ^yi [Bm ^cysA*] lyJ* iUj >}

x x

Bm adds O^ OLU-r

19. Our MS. has j^U JLj for iUU Jb, which is the reading of Kk and Bm. This seems evidently
# f t *

6s 9

to be a careless slip of the copyist. Kkc : ,> ^*1 V

f

20. For AgJUj Kk reads ^,0^*5^ Bm^^-^JL^-A^ (sic). Kkc: U

o, } $ j

.* *-JI ^/-' #
Vr x *

*

J J

^ aJ U 9-^*aJ

x

21. Kk lya~s*jj, Bm lyfc-.^j^. Kkc:
^x JJx JO^Jx

(Bmc substantially the same) i$r UsU O^J-i t^'
l*>tJJ ^'^ >" "'

J Jw ^ J x x Jxx j>

22. Kkc (Bm no scholion) : AV^J ^{^Jl ,*-' ^^.^IjJLct ^i-aj L+Jtj Ultlo.. ^rl UL.j

O UJi asut

23. Kkc and Bmc : $ ^JUU ^t ,J^i ^ v_JUaJI^ U) <ui* ~.^i ^ UU l

J xx w . I'd) i - Hi f C'*

24. Kkc : Jifj oUtw^'IJ U) J>. ^ifrj O^ ' J>*i *v*'j*- J'*-^ ^V-J >^V^' k>

Bmc /</. i^ lJUo UyA U^ . [Ul^.]

25. Kk iWy-c (Bm and BQut. as text aJUy*). Bmc (Kk here defective through lacunas in original):

J J w J fj - J
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After v. 25 Kk and Bm have an additional verse :

xJ If x $ '* f f * x Ox^x O^JxOf f * > -

N. x

j o x .1 o

^U * :

TRANSLATION

Vv. 1-3, prelude : v. 4, self-praise : vv. 5-7, quarrel with his people, perhaps connected

with the false accusation brought against him by the wife of his uncle Marthad (see No. I).

Vv. 8-15, praise of his tribe, notwithstanding their alienation. He uses the same battle-cry

(v. 8), and observes the same religious rites (9, 10). In the bitterness of winter and famine

they are foremost in feeding the hungry (11-15). Then follows a description of a battle with

their foes, a mighty host (16-18), whom the House of Malik encounter with a vigour equal to

their own (19-22). His clan bear their losses with dignity (23, 24), and so do their enemies

(25). Praise of their steadfastness (25*2). The poem is regarded by Arab critics as a fine

example of those which give due praise to the author's foes (al-munsifaf), perhaps in this case

the sister-tribe of Taghlib, with whom Bakr waged the long War of al-Basus. Vv. 9 and 10

are specially notable for their mention of common religious rites, which are very seldom

referred to in the ancient poetry.

(1) I see that my neighbour has flitted, and flitted also her admonisher : how

love-worthy were she to me, but for distance and her self-will !

(2) Go thy way then, with a star that ceases not to carry an evil influence : the

most ill-omened bird of the diviners is that which passes from left to right.

(3) And if thou oppose me, know that opposition is a character of mine, when my
nature is not met with gentleness answering to its own.

(4) I exchange loans with my fellows, and I render honestly to them what is

owing: I respect myself, [and am generous] what time niggardliness

brings ruin to those who suffer from it.

(5) Notwithstanding that my people have driven me away, and my place of

sojourn has come to be in a land the clamour of which is far different

from that of mine.

(6) Piercing [calumnies] penetrated to me from them, and pained me, and their

hearts cherished hatred against me within.

(7) Therefore I said
' To shift my abode is the best thing for me in the relations

which exist between us : he who departs is quit of a dwelling that brings
him pain

'

:

(8) Notwithstanding that I shout [in battle] the war-cry of their Father's name,
when the clamour spreads through the host, and those of pure stock

gather close together ;

32
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(9) And that I see that my religion agrees with theirs when they bow in worship,

both as to the offering of firstlings and the manner of sacrifice
;

(10) And many another observance in the Pilgrimage do I follow [with them], that

brings its blessing (?), departure from which is not permitted.

(i i) By thy God Wudd, what men are my people, notwithstanding that thou hast

left them, O Sulaima, what time the wind blows cold from the North !

(12) When the Pleiades are high in the heavens at set of sun, and there is never

a flash in the sky to light it up,

(13) And the rays of the sun go down with no wisp of cloud above them, nor any
bank into which they plunge, save one that soon melts away,

(14) And a patch of cloud, frayed in its edges, looking like the tatters of a camel's

shoe whereof the thongs [that hold it on] have parted from it, hurries

along [before the wind],

[(i4) When no milk can be drawn from the udder then by them are set up

again the cauldrons the contents of which are abundantly ladled out into

the great platters.

[(14^) About them cluster all the guests and strangers, as the watering-trough

gathers about it the crowd of young camels.]

(15) In their hands are gaming-arrows marked with notches bitten into them, of

which even those which ordinarily are blanks come forth with portions to

feed the needy.

(16) And many the densely-set host of horse, through the serried ranks of which

the eye cannot pierce, with a mighty glittering sheen overpowering in its

brightness

(17) It moves along, driving poison before the breasts of its steeds dreadful the

morning draught thereof to those on whom it falls unawares

(18) Mounted on grim-faced horses, with lips drawn back for the fight, are all

possible shapes of death, the sender-forth of which cannot be turned

back

(19) To them we have cast the defiance of battle
' Ho ! we are kin of Malik !

'

a want it has, [this cry,] if it find not one who can lead it back [satisfied]

to its home
;

(20) Then we dash against them with a mastery such as becomes the stock of

[Qais son of] Tha'labah, and our swords cause the blood to spirt out

upon them,

(21) And our spears draw their blood as one fetches up the water of a full well :

our first drawing returns upon them, till we exhaust their blood to the

last drop.
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(22) Then whirled our war-mill for a while, and theirs; and [War's] milch camel

yielded milk in abundance, after giving little at first
;

(23) And those of our side whom their hands brought to death, dear and precious

though they were, we wailed not for them :

(24) We said 'They are but [War's] spoil: now that which was forbidden of

them has become public : they were a preserved pasture aforetime, but

now we throw them open to all.'

(25) So we returned home, and they likewise, all of us with a keen smarting pain

in our hearts : yet our wounds counted as nothing to us, nor theirs

to them.

[(250) Yea, our wont is, when the wits of other men vanish in distraction, to hold

fast to our wits and shepherd them safely home.]

NOTES

(1) "Her admonisher," that is, the person having the woman referred to in guardianship: the word

corresponds to the amir of No. XV, v. 3.

(2) The translation adopts the reading sajlsin from the gloss of Kk and Bm instead of the shakhtsin

of the text : the latter word (also written shakhls) does not seem to make sense. The meaning attributed

to santh is that which the word bears in Najd : in the Hijaz it has the opposite sense : see Mtifaddt. ii,

p. 352, note to v. 23.

(4) The reading of BQut., abda-n-nufusa, perhaps gives a better sense "
[when niggardliness]

exposes the true natures of men."

(5) The rendering follows the explanation of nubuh in the gloss (and also in Lane), which seems

the most natural, since the poet was among alien Aramaic-speakers. In Naqa'id 496'* the word is

explained as meaning
"
throngs, companies

"
: if this sense be adopted, the country would be described

as "sparsely inhabited
"
(Bevan).

(9) As stated in the gloss, nusikat 'afrau/id is perhaps a preferable reading
" when the firstlings

and sacrifice are offered." Dm, religion, seems here to be treated as a feminine word, unless we take

the feminine pronoun in 'afrauha wa-dliabihuha to refer to the tribe as a unity, in spite of the plurals in

d'inalium and nasaku : Prof. Bevan has pointed out a construction of this kind in Labid, Mu'all., 83, 84.

The prae-islamic Arabs, like the Hebrews, offered the first-born of their animals to their gods.

(10) Mansilah is a technical term for an observance of the Pilgrimage to Mecca: see Dlw. of

'Amir, frag. 16 (p. 125). The word nufah (so vocalized in the MS.) does not occur in the Lexx. : it

may mean, as rendered, a rite bringing a benefit or blessing with it.

(n) This verse is imitated from one by the Elder Muraqqish, 'Amr's uncle, Mtifaddt. L, n. The

gloss wrongly interprets it.

(12) The position assigned to the Pleiades, in the middle of the sky at sunset, is that which they

would have held, in the sth or 6th century A.D., in January, in the middle of winter.

(13) Ghamrah usually means a body of deep water, but here it must, I think, be used for a thick

bank of cloud on the horizon at sunset.

Vv. 14 a and 146 are in the version of the ode contained in Kk and Bm, and seem naturally to

come in here.
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(15) This verse, like v. n, is imitated from one by the Elder Muraqqish, Mufaddt. L, 12. The

game of Maisir was played with ten arrows, seven of which carried portions of the slain camel which

constituted the stakes, and were marked with notches (made with the teeth) indicating the number of

portions assigned to each, while three were blank. Of these blanks the matiih was one. The game is

constantly mentioned in the old poetry in connection with the feeding of the poor in times of famine by
rich people, who offered their camels for slaughter, and by means of the game distributed the charge

among themselves. See Mufaddt, ii, index, s.v. Maisir. Another possible meaning of mainh is

"
borrowed," i.e., a lucky arrow borrowed for its good luck : LA iii, 446, bottom. See note at end of

this book referring to Tarafah viii, 3.

(17) The MS. has tuzji-sh-shamsa, which seems to make no sense. Kk and Bm have tuzji-s-samma

(repeated in the gloss), which I take to refer to the deadly spear-points, couched in the onset. The

wounds of spear-points are called samman muqashshaba in Mufaddt. cxiii, 19; and in No. XIII, v. 27,

post, our poet calls an arrow dhuaf,
"
poison." Prof. Bevan suggests reading sumra,

"
tawny [spears],"

but this seems to me unnecessary. The feminine pronoun in sabuhuha probably refers to malmumah
in v. 1 6.

(18) The word dabair in this verse is not clearly explained in the Lexx., which render it "troops,"

or "
companies," and the gloss of Kk has an illegible and unintelligible word for it : it seems probable

that it is a metathesis of dara'ib, "divers kinds." The additional gloss in Bm seems to indicate a reading

saba'ir, pi. of subarah, "a white cloud." The verb araha occurs three times in this poem, in vv. 18, 19,

and 250; in each case the primary sense is "to bring home (camels) from pasture in the evening"; used

metaphorically, it is applied to warriors returning home after fight, and murlh means the herdsman

(i.e., captain or leader) who controls them. In v. 18 I understand the sense to be that the leader of the

enemy's party cannot be turned back, and similarly those who follow him.

(19) In this verse the battle-cry, dawah, is personified in laha 'irbatun: "it has a craving" which

must be satisfied, and goes onwards until it finds some one who leads it back homewards (yurlhuha)

satiated with blood.

(21) The verb nahaza is properly to draw a bucket through the water in order to fill it: Nag. 779
10

.

The comparison of spears to well-ropes is a commonplace in the ancient poetry: e.g., Mufaddt. xxii, 21.

(22) For the "War-mill" cf. Muallaqah of Zuhair v. 31, and that of 'Amr b. Kulthum v. 26.

Since a mill does not yield milk, the fern, pronoun in laqiihuha must refer to Harb, War, understood :

see index to Mufaddt. ii, 336
" War."

in

IX
t f 9 i

J5

f t r rt 0/x - s * > t> f - f 0'
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This poem, except v. 4, is in Kk (No. 75), foil. 113^. to ii4r., and Bm, No. 55 (these add v. 5);

vv. 9-15 are in Agh. xvi, 165; vv. n, 15, 13, 14, 12, 10, 9 are in BQut., Shir, p. 223, in this order.

In the Kitdb al-Muammarin, p. 68, are vv. 9, n, 12, 13, 14, 10, and on p. 102 the same vv. in a slightly

differing text
;
in Murtada, Amali i, 35, and in Buht., Ham. p. 292, vv. 9-12 and 14, 15 ; Jahidh, Bayan

ii, 1 20, has vv. 7 and 8. Khiz. i. 338-9 has vv. 13, 14 ; v. 2 in Sibawaihi i, 76
2
,
v. 3 id. I2O22

.

' f

1. Bm Oj-o5 (Kk as text) : Kk and Bm )\~i. Kk notes :

f

JJ.- j 5 '^ 3 -

2. Bm and Kk cJLSy Kkc : \jbf$\ $* 7?**^) ^ vol*J

C * x x j x s

3. Bmc and Kkc : 3>^U uu5^l J-ol^ Oj^o i$t ly-oaU ^^-oj Ij .

i s & * 6 x 9 J

u

lyj J^Ll ^^J 9~jjl\ .jj JL!J j^-j-/ .ykj Jl*JI l^ J

4. Omitted in Kk and Bm.

5. (Not in our MS.) Bmc: ^tjUOIj iJ&JI

6. Kk ij^ j^e. iJ*, but scholion has iJ~- as text, and so Bm.
f f f f *^ "

f

, e ll

Kkc : ^ jjj oJj o* ,^~J j^-jl
jji JjJu

ex0xj^ s; ^ ^

7. Kkc :^

8. Kk, Bm, and Bayan read

Kkc :

' x x

9. Kk and Bm, and Murtada C*JU. for Ojjl*. and ..i* for U^.; : ^r
/^. OjjU., (V*)

j *

Afu'amm., BQut,

[This v. is attributed to Labid : see Ag/i. \\v, 94, and xvi, 165.]

10. Omitted by Kk and Bm, but inserted in Bm in margin between vv. 14 and 15 : so also in

Muamm. 69 and 102, between vv. 14 and 15. As in text in BQut., Buht., Agh. and Mbd

n. Buht. and Murtada wJ>*> for OL^> : BQut., Agh. 165", Murtada, j. Kk, Bm, Buht., Agh. 165"

"d> - Jx x

read ^>j ^>o Jlj Ui, and so Muamm. p. 102 : on p. 68 as our text. Kkc : (sic) ,j- o*&

12. Kk, Bm, Agh. i6s
15

,
as text : BQut., Buht. l^lj j!^ ^Jf .yJl >U. Agh. 165" ^jl U o

x

^ (
f
"")- 4?'/t an(^ Muamm. 102 l.ij (on p. 68 as text).
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13. Bm >JI juj^.: Kk apparently juj^. : BQut ,>!)! io
' ~

* r

f ,

Murtada ^J^Ljt juj^. IJuJU- : Muamm. 102 as text, but p. 68 ^Ik

Kkc: JJKM>V3ij %J! j&t.
,OS.s 6) ' **'

14. BQut. ^^3^, i>Aj ^: Agh. ^AJ U$ (V): Muamm. 102 (^U : *# 69 ,

Kkc :

f

15. BQut. I>JJL C~J U J^U: Murtada

TRANSLATION

This piece has lost its prelude with the double rhyme. Vv. 1-6: in his old age the poet

recalls his former prowess as a raider : after v. 6 there is probably a lacuna, in which the

achievement of the raiders was described. Vv. 7 and 8 are detached verses which must have

belonged to a passage describing the poet's liberality in offering hospitality to strangers.

Vv. 9-15, an often-cited lamentation over the decay due to old-age.

(1) If now I have no longer the strength to undertake a long journey, how many
noble companions have I led forth in time past !

(2) I said to them ' Go on your way may my mother's sister be your sacrifice !

Feel ye not the wind that burns with summer heat ?
'

(3) Then did they set themselves to the pale-coloured camels whose flesh had

been trained down to hardness, their pasterns bound round with the

thongs that tied on their shoes ;

(4) And I betook myself to a stout she-camel, strong as a stallion, bulky, that

answered my pulling tight her fore-girth with a roaring,

(5) And I journeyed with them the night through till the rising of the sun, taking

my way unerringly although the darkness thereof was mixed with dust
;

(6) And I brought them down to drink at a water just at the right time, where

[by reason of its remoteness and freedom from disturbance] were gathered

together a mixed multitude of sandgrouse and doves.********
(7) And the lightest hand of all in estimation, that can never do thee any harm,

is the hand among other hands that is stretched into the vessel of food

(8) Whether the hand of a stranger or one of near kin, brought to thee by
a violent north-wind that blows the dust along.********

(9) Now am I, that have passed the space of ninety years, as though on a day
I had stripped off the cheek-straps of my bridle

;

L. 4
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(10) I raise myself painfully on three supports, by the help of my hands and

a staff, and after that I stand upright,

(i i) The Daughters of Time have shot at me from a place which I could not see :

and how should he fare who is shot at, while he cannot shoot in reply ?

(12) Yea, if it were an arrow that shot me, I could have defended myself against
it : but I am shot with that which is not a shaft.

(13) When men see me, they say 'Art thou not he that but lately was bright

with new arms and armour, no sluggish fighter ?
'

(14) Yea, I perish : but of Time I cannot kill even a night ;
and that which I slay

of him amounts not even to a thread for stringing beads upon.

(15) I am slain by looking forward to day and night, and looking onward to year
after year.

NOTES

(2) For the use of the word "
sacrifice

"
here see index to Mufaddt. ii, 385 : the mother's sister,

khdlah, figures as its subject in Mufaddt. xxxii, i.

(3) For the leather shoes worn by riding-camels see Mufaddt. ii, index, 385, and ante, No. II,

v. 14.

(9) Apparently the poet compares himself to a war-horse which through age is no longer fit for

use in battle.

(n) For "the Daughters of Time" cf. Mrtfaddt. Ixxx, i.

(13) The scholia show that this verse (as usual in a passage much quoted) has a large number of

variants.

IV

s-t tf*''<i o

LJ

t I ^ e^ / ' & - I ' ' / / ^

,J C^3 J5j

^

i > J

x * r r i s

U^Jjl yOJJJU L$jlj>t.J t3^' L?
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J '/ ^ i / - - ft a i a^ ax x

.

JUb
x TTx

'
t 't. x x ^ ' c? /'s s s r f o ' e ' ' '
t 't. x x ^

LL L Jis. 4flfc.ll Ai **^' >XlU

Vv. i, 3, 4, 5 in Hamasah, 504. Vv. 1-4 in Buhturi, ZT/. 263. Vv. 1-3 in Muammarln, 102.

Vv. 4, 5 in BQut., 5/'V, 104-. V. i in BAnb. Addad, 81, and Haffner, ^^/. 85.

2. So Buht. : Mu'amrn.
t

3. Zfaw. ijj^"j -^!jJ' : Buht. i^cJtj

4. Buht., BQut. ^.It. ^aw., BQut.

5. Ham., BQut.

TRANSLATION

This well-known poem is in the Hamdsah, p. 504 ;
Abu Tammam has shown his good

taste by pruning away v. 6, a fragment which has little or nothing to do with the verses that

survive. A rendering of the verses in the Hamdsah will be found in my Translations (1885),

p. 2.

1
i
)
Alas my soul for Youth that's gone !

no light thing lost I when he fled.

(2) Time was I dwelt in joy of prime,

hurling back wrong, casting down the wild goats,

(3) Trailing my skirts and robes of price

to the nearest tavern, shaking forth my locks.

(4) Nay, envy not a man that folk

say
'

Age has made him a Judge of men '

:

(5) Though he love life and live long safe,

long living leaves its print on his face.

* * * *

(6) Some men there be that are their people's life,

and some bear a stain like a spot of grease.

42
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NOTES

(2)
"
Wrong," daim, any injustice that is sought to be put upon the speaker. The wild goats are

invariably referred to as dwellers in inaccessible mountain places, and to cast them down is therefore

a great feat of adventure and agility.

(3) In peace-time the Arab warrior girt himself loosely with his waist cloth, izar, allowing it to trail

on the ground ; when there was serious business on hand he girt it up tight. "The nearest tavern,"

lit. "the nearest of my wine-sellers," implying a right of possession. The wine-sellers were chiefly Jews,

dwelling under the protection (jiwar) of the tribe : see Mufaddt. ii, p. 34.

(4) ffakam, a Judge or Sage, one esteemed for his wisdom and experience of life. The old

traditions tell of many such : see Mufaddt. ii, pp. 109 and 264. This verse is imitated from one by the

poet's uncle the Elder Muraqqish : Mufaddt. liv, 35.

> >
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JL. jb A

i U; i

JLJI ^ -

JUI jli

J*3 &[

*-H 0' ,V

JLL
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No citation from this poem has been found in other sources.

0* J

7. For j^a~e, for pots and platters whitened by the fat of cooked joints, see LA v, 300, i4ff.

Perhaps we should read J'^UsJlj.
^ f f

9. MS. iC...
X

8-10 and 12-13 may De compared with the fragment ascribed to the Elder Muraqqish in Mufdt.
* * * S *> f

App. II. Perhaps we should read >*l^* for j^>\^a in v. 13, since lean camels would not be

well suited for slaughter for food.

TRANSLATION

This fragment wants its prelude. Vv. 1-4, journey to the poet's tribe, Sa'd b. Malik, of

Qais b. Tha'labah. Vv. 5-13, praise of the tribe.

(1) [My she-camel] whimpers with yearning for [the house of] Malik. Plain thou

with thy yearning ! even now I take my way upwards

(2) Towards the abode of a people fair of face great are their tents of leather,

long the fore-part of their spears.

(3) Then I guided the caravan through a droughty desert little sound was
therein save the calls of young ostriches.
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(4) Swiftly sped they on their way without stopping, never turning aside, till they
came to a halt at the place of a mighty tribe.

(5) [Sons of] Sa'd son of Tha'labah, noblest of stock folk of high ambition,

givers of gifts,

(6) On the nights when they give their love to me, and bestow in thy cauldron

the choicest vertebrae of camels [for our entertainment].

(7) In times of famine the cauldron becomes white from the movement of the

rich fat cooked therein like shadows [on the surface of the broth] (?).

(8) Now if thou hast a mind to reach, to a clan noble of nature in every condition

of things,

(9) Having regard to generosity and courage, far-brought wine mixed with pure
cool water,

(10) Then let thy hands bear the cup to these! may my father's and mother's

brothers be a sacrifice for these !

(11) Are not they the knights who bore themselves valiantly on the Day of the

Euphrates, when the horses that carried the tribesmen were like demons?

((2) And they are what they are in this condition of things, when the north wind

sweeps down and buffets the acacia trees,

(13) Providing [precious] black camels, not wont to roar when ridden, for those

who pray their bounty, presenting them to their guests before ever they
feast their children.

NOTES

(2) Tents of leather, generally mentioned as evidence of wealth and luxury : see Mufaddt. ii,

index, p. 382.

(4) Observe the alliteration in the second hemistich.

(7) This is a difficult verse. Prof. Bevan thinks that fat' in the second hemistich means the

shifting or motion of the melted fat (ihalaK) on the surface of the boiling liquid in the cauldron,

compared to shadows
;
this seems rather too subtle, but I cannot suggest anything better.

(10) See ante, III, v. 2, note.

(n) The "Day of the Euphrates" is not among the lists of battles given by the traditionists :

perhaps it was one of the fights of the War of al-Basus. For horses compared to demons, saali, pi. of

si'lah, see Mufaddt. ii, p. 14, note to v. 12.

(12) The talk (collective) is the Acacia Arabica, still so called in the modern vernacular.

(13) The translation adopts the reading dawamiz in place of dawamir, for the reason mentioned in

the note to the Arabic text. Camels that do not roar and do not chew the cud while ridden are called

damiz, and the word is an epithet of praise : al-A'sha, Ma buka'u 49 (see notes in Geyer) : Mufaddt.

cxx, 17. Black is also one of the approved colours for camels. The verse therefore appears to mean

that these generous men freely sacrifice their most precious animals to feed the hungry who crowd upon
them. Prof. Bevan suggests that dawamiz means that the camels shut their mouths and clench their

teeth for fear of being slaughtered as food for the guests, and refers to a parallel passage in Naqa'id 522*.
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9

. : .\\
-

IU : 1 . Jjy^. u

> i 9 *J 9

jj ~.,..H>3 JUb

i - / x x /

fJl li <^>-^l JlA-^i -i ^- ^
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V. 13 is cited with the poet's name in LA xvn, 414, and Bakri 665.

2. Uwal is the ancient name of the island now called Bahrain. For 'Adaula, said to be a village in

Bahrain where ships were built, see Yaqut. The name is applied to ships in Tarafah, Muall. 4.

3. MS. Ai.)j-(. Many places are called *i^-,, dim. of Jy-. In Yaq. iv, 795* iL*-^ obJ is

>* , ,>
''

mentioned. JUx *Juu has not been found: perhaps we should read ^JUxjl, mentioned in

Bakri 6$6 as a water in the Hima of Dariyah, in conjunction with another called iijj->.

Ad-Dathinah in v. 4 is, to judge from the adjacent names, not the place so called in the territory of

Fazarah, mentioned by an-Nabighah, x, 23.

Al-Hisa mentioned in v. 5 may be the region now called al-Ahsa, with its capital Hufhuf.
*

13. Bakri strangely takes elyJLc and Jbj-j to be proper names.

TRANSLATION

The geographical names in this piece are discussed in the notes to the Arabic text
;
the

translation adopts Matal! in place of the Mital of the text for the reason stated in the note to

the Arabic. The occurrence of the name Sulaima in v. 9, after Taktum has been mentioned

in vv. i and 6, might suggest that fragments of two separate poems have here been put

together : but v. 10 is evidently the answer to v. 6 notice the repetition of the word 'ajib ,

and v. 10 is the natural sequel of v. 9. It seems best, therefore, to take Taktum and Sulaima

as two names for the same woman.

(1) Never will my heart forget Taktum! she has enslaved me, but has no mind

for union with me.

(2) Seest thou her caravan passing swiftly along, like ships of 'Adaula coming
home at evening from Uwal ?

(3) In the afternoon they came down from Suwaiqah of the Water, then in the

evening they made for the mountain side of Matall
;
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(4) Then in the forenoon they were at ad-Dathlnah, not sparing to push on the

breasts of the camels :

(5) Then was al-Hisa their abiding place in the summer : there [the maids] set

up their pavilions under the hanging branches of trees.

(6) Taktum was startled and expressed her wonder, whenas she saw how my
condition to-day had changed for the worse.

(7)
' O daughter of the good ! verily we are the bond-slaves of the changes of

days and of nights.

(8)
' Time has made an onset and taken me as his object ;

and aforetime he was

wont to cast his snares upon others like me.

(9)
' His arrows hit me straight when they are shot at me, and my shafts,

O Sulaima, turn away and miss him.

(10) 'There is no marvel in what thou seest : but cause for wonder there is how
fated ends overtake all on every side

;

(i i)
'

They seize hold of the mottled crocodile in the waves, and the wild goats on

the mountain peaks,

(12) 'And the solitary wild bull with his face streaked with brown and the brown

band on his sides, that chooses the [seeming] safe sands for his dwelling,

(13) 'And they address themselves to the overthrow of the champion, the terror

of his foes, by a thrust between his camel's hair jerkin and his coat

of mail.'

NOTE

(n) The poet was no doubt familiar with crocodiles in the Euphrates and Tigris. The "wild

bull" of v. 12 is the Oryx beatrix.
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No citation from this poem has been found elsewhere.

TRANSLATION

(1) Is it at the tent-traces left desolate, and the abode that is vanishing away
under the sweeping blasts of the winds of winter and summer

(2) The place where the herds of camels knelt, and the pegs to which were tied

the troop of horses, that have broken into clods and mire the soil of the

encampment by constantly moving there,

(3) And the place where the firewood was piled, and the bundles of hay cast

down when the wind stirs it up, a remnant thereof is blown before it

(4) That thou weepest, and thou this day an old man that has seen much of life,

on his head two rivals in colour that divide between them his locks
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(5) Black and grey, each of them striving for the mastery ? when an old man
falls into youthful longing, there is none who can cure him.********

(6) Yea, many the tribe, ancient and great in number, that in their pride feared

nothing of what might be hidden from them in the various peoples about

them,

(7) Have we gone up to attack from out of our land and sky, directing a swift

raid upon them from a country far away,

(8) Mounted on male camels all furnished with the 'iran, and females with a ring
of goats' hair in the nose, unbroken till now, never yet tamed until we
scarred their pasterns with shackles.

(9) These are my people, the House of Sa'd son of Malik although they incline

against me with enmity and bitter words :

(10) They hide within matters the hostility of which to me is evident, and hearts

that have no kindly affection for me
;

(u) And to-day all other men are nearer to me than they, even though they were

the people of far-off' Uman, the land of the locust tree.

NOTES

(2) 'Anah in later Arabic is confined to herds of wild asses : its application here to horses does

not seem to be paralleled elsewhere *.

(6 to n) Here we have again the old theme of the enmity of his tribe to the poet, joined to praise

of their valour and achievements.

(8) The 'iran is a piece of wood or stick inserted in the partition between the nostrils of a male

camel. As we see here, females had rings of goats' hair (khizamali) put through the nasal partition.

To both the rein was attached. The shackles, tauqaf, are the straps put round a camel's leg in the

process of breaking it in : see the scholion to No. Ill, 3, ante, and Mufaddt. i, p. i65ff'

(9) Ilghdfvs explained in LA as meaning "angry glances," as well as harsh words.

(10) Badat safakatuha : see Lane 1695, abda lahu safhatahu.

(u) The ghaf, mentioned as the tree of 'Uman, is the carob or locust-tree, Ceratonia siliqita,

elsewhere called yanbut. The description of a country by its trees or plants is very common in the old

poetry (Mufaddt. ii, 123, note to v. 7).

* Prof. Bevan has pointed out to me that Prof. Noldeke, in Z.D.M.G. xl, 168, considers O>*j m
*

Zuhair 19, 5, to be the pi. of iiU, and in this verse the word undoubtedly means horses, or mares : but
j * i

the Lexx. hold O^* ' be here the pi. of Ol**> not f *^*- Al-A'lam's note on the passage does

indeed suggest that ^j^e. may be the pi. of *iU, used for horses by transfer from troops of wild asses :

but he also mentions the suggestion that it is the pi. of (Jlj*>
" horses of full middle age," which seems

more probable, and accords with the view taken by the Lexx. : see LA xvii, i73 I5(r-

. 52
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VIII

/ - ' - s t,s s r , ft- > i,

(<** !?** * ^ vH'frtMfl^ JuL^bft *U *AJ1 s.A

<^-x x x

l; L lil

This fragment is given again on page 24 of the MS., but there is no variety of reading : the second
~ 6 ,

version is more correct in writing fli in v. i, where the first has ^U, and
A^j.....!

in v. 3 where the first

, , - i o , . i

has 4-j -,' The second, in v. 3, reads Lojll for <Ujl=>l, a change which seems to make no sense.
^ ^ * x

i J O ^

The first version in v. 4 glosses (Vj* by

TRANSLATION

(1) Many the client who had few to help him, far away from his home, in respect

of whom I have taken upon myself what no one undertakes on my behalf;

(2) When he saw me advancing towards him, he heartened his shout against his

adversary, and raised himself high over him with whom he was contending.

(3) And many the short-haired steed, stepping proudly, have I given as a gift,

together with his saddle, to one who sought a favour of me without any
claim of relationship, or to one who bore himself boldly whom I desired to

honour, seeking an acknowledgement from him in return :

(4) Notwithstanding that my people have given me up to the companionship of my
sins : and a man's people are his claws [with which he wounds his ad-

versary] and the props which hold him up.
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NOTES

Again, in v. 4, we have a reference to the. alienation between the poet and his tribe. In v. i maula

may mean "cousin" : but "client" seems better, as a cousin would not in the case described be far from

his kin or lacking in helpers. In v. 4 aslamuni wa-urratt is an example of the waw al-maiyah, which

governs an accusative (Wright, Gram." ii, p. 84).

IX

X OX

J-jo v^s^ LJ j\=*j

Bakri 669
20 has v. 2 with the poet's name, and with the reading _)UxJt for ,_>UaJt. Al-'Unab is

said to be a place between the lands of Yashkur and those of Asad : according to others, a black

mountain by the side of the sands of al-'Udhaibah.

TRANSLATION

(1) Hast them recognized the dwelling place after many long years, with its marks

all but effaced, like the writing of a book ?

(2) When I recognized the place where the tribe had dwelt, in the low ground at

the foot of the mountain, to the right of al-'Unab,

(3) I seemed to myself like a gambler who cleaves steadfastly to the bag in which

the gaming arrows are kept, until at the day's end he is ruined and has

lost heavily in all his wagers,

(4) In grief over thee, O Son of Sa'd
;
and already hoariness has worn out in thee

the garment of fresh youth.
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NOTES

V. i. The comparison of tent-traces to writing in a book, which later became hackneyed, is found

as far back as the poet's uncle Muraqqish the Elder (Mufaddt. liv, 2), who, according to tradition, was

himself able to write. In the rendering I have substituted al-Unab for the al-Hubab of the text, because

the former name (the reading of Bakri) is found in the Geographers, and the latter is not. The " Son of

Sa'd
"
may be one of the poet's uncles, Marthad or Muraqqish the Elder. In v. 4 the concluding words

probably refer to the poet himself, not to the person addressed in the first hemistich : such shiftings of

person are common in the old poetry.

^J-A.JL^.1 Oi ft^JLa^j <i-
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/ ^ <6 /s^x ^ ' >, r >

v_fl' yi -^' JuLC Ju

V. 12 is found in LA x, 8i 9

(with the corrupt reading ^>^*-JI .>), and v. 16 in ^4j-a^, ^.w. Jju :

both verses are cited with the poet's name.

6. The wanting syllables, accidentally omitted by the copyist, may perhaps be supplied by reading
f ll < ,x

iLcl or \jL.

7- JlJI Oti is named in Tarafah, 5, 13.

8. O^i *)& seems to be clearly the right reading. The MS. has (J
> " * "

16. ^-yj : so in MS. and y4.w : one is tempted to read <^^i : but the change of persons is a common

phenomenon in verse.

TRANSLATION

Vv. 1-6, the amatory prelude, beginning with deserted dwellings and recalling the de-

parture of the ladies, who are compared to gazelles. Then one particular lady is mentioned,

the poet's Beloved, who as a gazelle is furnished (in order to heighten her ideal charm see

'Abld, xxx, 3-5) with a fawn (v. 7). The dwelling of the pair in Dhat al-Hadh is described

.(v. 8), and then the picture passes to the rain-cloud which waters the region (vv. 9-12) and

keeps it green. Then the poet passes on to the subject of his praise, Imra' al-Qais son of

'Amrah, whose dwelling-place is also included in the range of the rainfall (v. 13). This chief's

prowess in fight is celebrated (vv. 14-15), and then his generosity in making gifts of camels of

the most approved and valuable kinds (vv. 16, 17), of which he possesses a very large number

(vv. 1 8, 19).. The ode is remarkable for the artifice of its transition from one subject to

another, and seems to be complete.

(1) Why do not the traces of deserted dwellings stir thy longing ? Nay rather, why
do not thoughts of love leave the old man behind [and vex him no more] ?

(2) Or was it those dwellers in the place from whom he received his death-stroke,

when they betrayed him, what time they moved forth on their way,

(3) And thou sawest the train of ladies' litters one following another as they
travelled up the mountain roads, their pace a trot ?

(4) Bright red were the tufts of wool on the camels' gear, and on the stuffs from

ar-Ruha [with which the litters were covered], and the veils thrown over

them.

(5) It seemed as though gazelles of the sand-stretches were hidden therein behind

the curtains, screened from the heat of the sun.
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(6) Among- them is one, a gazelle that wears no ornaments, that distracts thy

heart as she parts from thee [in the morning light (?)].

(7) She keeps with her close a young fawn which she nourishes and brings up:

a place of retreat has she in Dhat al-Hadh :

(8) Shade is there when the sun rises high upon her, and a good place is it to

watch from, so that during the night she may have no fear of being taken

unawares
;

(9) Then there waters the places where she dwells and her halting spots a compact
mass of clouds in which thunder rolls :

(10) There shows forth its beauties to the gazer as evening falls a long fringe of

rain depending from it

(i i) Coming down in showers, while the South wind swoops upon it, and almost

turns it from its course so that it is blown away:

(12) [The South wind] sends down at al-Asna' in the forenoon wide open-mouthed
streams of water, and the water-skins are outpoured ;

(13) The cloud watered Imra' al-Qais son of 'Amrah to remember generous men
is an excellent thing !

(14) How many a spear-thrust hast thou given with no weakness therein, no flaw

in the wound that it makes !

(15) Thou hast delivered thy thrust, and fallen-to with the sword thereafter: thou

dost dismount to fight on foot if thine enemy dismount.

(16) Thou givest away newly pregnant camels, with the froth from the stallion

camels' mouths still on their fore-humps : their places of abode are rich

in herbage ;

(17) And after the pregnant ones, others most precious of camels that have brought
forth their young, that have already passed through the summer, and the

gift includes their young ones born in the spring ;

(18) And when the herdsman, who has pastured them through the spring on the

juicy herbage so that they needed no water, comes to the time of his

drinking water at the arrival of the summer, and looks forward with joy to

a deep draught,

(19) The remains of sucking out the buckets are sprinkled over their heads, because

at the drinking-trough there is not left the scantiest supply of water

for them.

NOTES

(4) For the tufts of scarlet wool with which the ladies' litters were adorned, see Zuhair, Mitall. 12.

The litters are covered with stuffs from ar-Ruha, that is, Edessa, Aram. Urhai, and over these lighter

curtains, killah, pi. kilal. The verse contains the only example in the surviving poems of the defective

rhyme called iqwa.

L. 6
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(n) In these descriptions of rain the south wind always plays an important part : cf. 'Abid, Dlw.

vi, 6, 7 ; xxviii, 14.

(13) This Imra' al-Qais cannot be further identified : it is not the poet, son of Hujr of Kindah, for

his mother's name was Fatimah, sister of Kulaib and Muhalhil. It might be the name of a tribe or

sub-tribe, but the praise which follows (vv. 14-19) seems clearly to indicate an individual.

(18, 19) All through the winter and spring the sap in the herbage and bushes on which the camels

feed is so abundant that they require no water, and for this condition of the herds there is a special verb,

jaza'a ; when the summer comes they are driven to the watering-place, but are so many that they cannot

all be watered at the trough, haud, and some have to get a separate supply drawn for them in great

buckets, dhinab, pi. of dhanub
;
even these they soon exhaust. V. 19 thus seems to imply a great

multitude of beasts.
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Vv. 1-4 in ./4.J& xvi, 163; vv. i, 2 and 4 in Afor. 296
2 ~ 4

;
v. 16 in LA xiii, 426".

3. y?gv$. JJuo ^JUJii.

I. AW-

21. MS. Ol ^ jW: cf. v. 26.

a j j e^^

26. MS. ^^JLaAjjj.

In LA xiii, 272*, a verse is attributed to 'Amr b. Qaml'ah which may belong to this poem, and might

come in after v. 26 :

x J' '

UU) l5JUa

TRANSLATION

(1) Umamah is gone far from thee, and there is left for thee only to ask after her

the place where she dwelt, and the vision of her that comes when thou

dreamest

(2) Its appointed time is when night closes in, and as soon as dawn breaks it

refuses to stay any longer.

(3) Yea, this is what she gives in exchange for my love of her
;
and if she were

here she would not grant me a single boon.

(4) Sooth, fear seized my heart when they proclaimed their purpose, and men

said,
' Our comrades are preparing for an early departure

'

;

(5) And the two captains of the caravan hurried her swiftly away at earliest

dawn, after stirring up the male camels to rise from the place where they

couched
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(6) Camels full-grown, driven along in line with their litters upon them, with new

foot-coverings cut for them after their old ones worn out.

(7) And when they had passed on, my tears sprang forth, and poured in buckets

after buckets in longing for her.

(8) Thou mightest have seen them, when the two captains drove the train on

through the hollow plain, hastening along at a swift pace ;

(9) They have been given in exchange for shade exposure to the sun, and in

place of curtained canopies have had to put up with camel litters.

(10) Among them is Khaulah, the pearl of women, fairest in beauty among all

mankind
;

(i i) She has the full black eyes of ah antelope in a meadow, where in the midst

of the greenery it reaches out to bite the branches of a tall arta-bush.

(
1 2) She passes the tooth-stick over a cool row of teeth that might be thought to

be the white thorns of the sayal, but they are not that
;

(13) After she has slept but a little they are as though they had been steeped in

strong wine, and she gives thee to drink therewith cool sweet water.

(14) The locks that hang from her head are as long as cables with others joined
on to them.

(15) A face she has which dazzles those who gaze upon it, so that they fancy them-

selves to be gazing upon the new moon.

(16) Withal she has hips round like a heap of moist sand, and a hand with soft

white fingers deft and skilful.

(17) At night from love of her I was like nothing so much as the thong of a sandal

under her feet no, not even the worth of that!

(18) How then dost thou sever the tie that binds thee in sincerity to a man of

glorious fame, who desires not to withdraw from it ?

(19) He desired a favour, and thou didst lead him to hope, and that which thou

didst promise concerning it proved to be false :

(20) A warrior who builds up glory, a man like a sword-blade which the armourer

by long polishing has made bright and spotless ;

(21) He leads a band of warriors to meet another like itself, and he springs down
to fight afoot when they desire foot-fighting.

(22) Thou mightest compare their cavalry in the onset, when the mill of Death

whirls, to she-camels barren for a year.

(23) The warriors stride on foot towards the mail-clad foemen, stretched out like

the necks of camels mixed drab and red in colour that push on their

foals.

(24) And they clothe their keen blades with the heads of the men they meet, and

the horsemen of our side shield our footmen from harm.

(25) That which has passed over us [of victories and stubborn fighting] makes it
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impossible for me to accept injurious treatment, and in contentions we are

the superiors when it comes to the struggle,

(26) By means of a speech before which those who attempt to break us in are

abased, and we come out superior to them when they essay the contest

for superiority.

(260) And many the poet of a tribe filled with hatred against us have I vanquished,
and his people were put to shame and abased

;

(27) And many the noon-tide, hot as blazing fire, have I journeyed through, what

time the black locust sought his midday rest
;

(28) And many the night I have travelled, with no waymark to help me, through
its thick darkness, wherein the wayfarers fear to light on perdition.

NOTES

(i) The first hemistich of this poem is the same as that of No. XV : in view of the fact that the

lady celebrated is called Khaulah in v. 10, it is necessary either to assume that she possessed two names

(see ante, No. VI, p. 32), or to suppose that the first verse has been borrowed from some other poem
about a woman called Umamah to which it properly belongs. The dream-vision of the Beloved, kfiayal,

is a constant convention in old Arabian verse ; but its mention in connexion with the poet's own khayal

is unusual. Yet there is nothing to prevent the dreamer from speaking of himself, in his dreams, as a

dream-figure, since on waking he finds that his bodily self has not been concerned in the adventure of

which he has dreamt. Prof. Bevan suggests that the poet imagines himself to have become a phantom,

a mere shadow of his former self, through pining after his Beloved; but I should prefer to take the phrase

as I have rendered it.

(6) For camels' shoes see ante, No. II, v. 14, and No. Ill, v. 3.

(n) Prof. Bevan suggests reading taqru without wa prefixed in the second hemistich, as a Ml of

haura' : for an example of this licence the omission of the first short syllable in the second hemistich

of a mutaqarib verse see Imra' al-Qais xix, 36 (Ahlw. p. 128). The arta is a thorny bush or small tree,

often described as fed upon by antelopes and gazelles, Calligonum tomosum, L'He'r. The passage re-

sembles Tarafah, Muall. 6, 7.

(12) The sayal is said to be a species of acacia with white thorns, to which the incisor teeth of young

girls are compared.

(16) Lit. "and a hand that turns this way and that soft white [fingers]."

(18) From here to the end the theme is self-praise, the poet recounting his achievements and com-

mending himself thus to his lady.

(22) Barren she-camels, that do not conceive when covered by the male, are the strongest: see

Mufaddt. ii, index, p. 379. For the mill of Death see ante, No. II, v. 22, note.

(23) Namslii and naksu (v. 24) would apparently be better readings, but the MS. is clear. In v. 23

the MS. reads khiizin, which, on the analogy of Bukht, collective of Bukhtl,
" Bactrian camels," might

be interpreted
" camels of Khuzistan "

; but no example of this use has been found, and it seems better,

therefore, to read khiirin, which is pi. of khawivarah, meaning
" she-camels of a hue between dust

colour and red" (Asma'l in Kitab al-Ibil, \zf~ and i So
12

)
also rendered "abounding in milk." The

she-camels push on their foals before them, stretching out their necks, and the warriors eager to reach

their foe are compared to them in this respect.

(25) "Injurious treatment," daim : see ante, No. IV, note to v. 2.

(26) The poet boasts here of his victory in contests of verse or oratory : see index to Mufaddt. ii,

p. 385, under "
satire."
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These verses are frequently cited. In LA vi, 39' and xix, ii3
12

,
v. i is quoted, the first time with

d jAxjAxxjjjxC
J-5 ^)l, the second with JJ ,jl. The gloss is l>-j j*i <nJL. <dut

j^t.

V. 2 is cited BSikk. Alfadh, 226*, 257', BAnbari, Tarafah 133-4, Fakhir 134 (with feL,), BSidah

xi, 101, Murtada ii, 30, LA \\\, 259
12

, Naqa'id 65, 16. In Anb. Mufaddt. 480" it is attributed
X 6x

to Miskln ad-Dariml : in all these the reading J-tjJ! is adopted.

Vv. 3 and 4 are quoted by Tibrizi, Ham. 131' in the following form :
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So also in Nasr. 297.
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TRANSLATION

The metre of this poem, as noted in the MS., does not conform to the standard scheme

of the Sari : the first two verses (reading in v. 2 with all the citations ashrabii-l-waghla and

not as our text) are correct Sari : but in all the other verses, except the first hemistich of

v. 5, the final group
- has been put into the place of the middle ^^^-, and the latter

transposed to the end of the hemistich.

(1) Many the man whose senses have led him to folly, in that he says on a day
'

Verily 'Amr has become a drunkard !

'

(2) If I be a drinker of much wine, at least I drink at my own cost and not as a

spunger upon others, and the camel is not safe from my slaughtering
sword.

(3) The wine-skin is a kingdom to him who possesses it, and the kingdom therein,

though small, how great it is !

(4) Therein is the morning draught, which makes of me a lion of 'Ifirrln, with

great wealth mine

(5) At the beginning of the night a glorious warrior, at the end of the night a

male hytena unable to keep his legs.

(6) God curse thee for a drink ! would that the resolute man could keep himself

away from thee !

NOTES

(3) The rendering follows the v./. mentioned in the scholion.

(4) The old scholars did not know the meaning or origin of the word
'

Ifirrln ; it is probably a

place-name.

(6) The sentiment of this verse is I think unique among ancient Arabian poets. The phrase

qatalaka-llahu,
" God curse thee !

"
(lit.

"
fight against thee "), may be used for admiration as well as execra-

tion : see my Translations, pp. 57-58 ;
but here the latter seems to be the sense.

XIII
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The only v. in this poem which has as yet been found cited elsewhere is No. 8, given in LA v, i6$~
l

\
S S f X

with 'Amr's name and with ^Jjt^JI for ^Xjl^JI. The first hemistich of v. 13 appears, with feminine verbs
in,,

and a different conclusion, in an anonymous verse in LA lii, 33 1
13

. In v. 16 the MS. reads Ojibj, and
s,0i x'

in v. 28 l,<n ,,;,. In v. 31 I have altered the MS. reading Ul 1

^ to ,,3.5"}), which is required by the con-

text, at the suggestion of Prof. Sevan. The last two verses should probably be transposed.
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TRANSLATION

(1) I drew near to the dwellings of the household of Hind : desolate were they

they had been given effacement in exchange [for clearness] since I dwelt

with her people there
;

(2) They showed forth the ashes of the household and the place where the tent-

trench was dug, and a dishevelled [tent-peg] standing upright there still.

(3) When I recognized the outlines, my tears almost melted the ducts in my eyes,

[so hot were they] ;
then I pondered upon the tribe.

(4) Sooth, it were but folly if a tent-trace should make thee weep ;
and I like not

that folk should call me a fool.

(5) Ah many the good companion, noble of ancestry, liberal, have I given to

drink, before dawn broke, the morning draught in a cup of wine bought
at a high price ;

(6) He is careful to be beforehand with the waking in the morning of the railing

women, lest they proclaim that he has become a wastrel.

(7) Then he said to us ' Ho! hast thou any roast meat?' hinting indirectly [at

wine] : and he did not hide his request because he could not explain

himself.

(8) And I tarried not, but sent my servant at once to seek the best of my fat

young she-camels with a large hump ;

(9) And she strove to rise but not to be led along ! and I hamstrung her with

my sharp-cutting Mashrafite sword
;

(10) And all day long my fellow lay in luxury with servants waiting upon him, and

at night also he enjoyed a noble feast, to which all the neighbours came.

(11) And my wont was, when cares alighted at my door, to give them for en-

tertainment a sprightly he-camel, strong and bulky,

(12) Just arrived that year at full growth, a slingstone in speed : when called upon
to journey throughout the whole day, he makes no complaint of weariness ;

(13) He skims swiftly across the desert and overcomes it, a beast most capable of

enabling thee to make thy way through the other riding camels [i.e. to

outstrip them].

(14) When I encourage him with my voice to his best speed, I seem to be urging
on a stout wild ass, full of courage :

(15) He gallops before a little troop of she-asses, whom he has defended against
all-comers : his position is just a little way apart from them

;

(16) Long time has he galloped and trotted over the ground, until [in his sinewy

strength] he reminds thee of a well-twisted cable of Andarun

(17) With his mates in a meadow-land for the two months of Spring, and he smells

their smooth glistening skins
;
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(18) In cautious watch lest he see somewhere near a shape [of man or beast], and

in defence of them he climbs up a lofty mountain [to survey the surrounding

country].

(19) When in the upland he encounters a rival [driven forth by a stronger male

from his mates], he brings to pass upon the twain of them a dreadful day.

(20) So then when the remnants [of water] grew scanty to him, and he missed in

the pastures the withering herbage,

(21) He brayed loudly, and pushed on his mates a clamorous one, running with

short steps, thrusting the end of his jaw-bone into their shoulders.

(22) So he led them down to water, to [where lay concealed] a vagabond from

al-Yaman, who gives thanks to God when he sees the prospect of fresh

meat :

(23) He has a bow of s/tzryana/i-wood occupying his hands well skilled is he to

put it to use

(24) And arrows headed with blue steel which he chose carefully from a yadb-tree,

tying fast upon their stems the arrow-heads.

(25) He conceals himself in a hut of boughs which he has built: he creeps into a

sitting-place therein, closely hidden.

(26) And when the wild-asses see no great cause for fear, they come down, athirst,

to drink at the fountain hid among the trees.

(27) Then did he send forth, when their vitals offered a target to that which they
encountered, an arrow of Yathrib that should have been a deadly poison :

(28) But the arrow-head fell, bent, broken off the stem, and the stem itself flew

splintered in various directions.

(29) Then did he bite his fingers in vexation, and had almost met his doom in

grief and distraction.

(30) And he went home in the evening athirst, broken with grief and overcome,
to tell his wife of the event that was only too clear :

(32) When he returned to them, they were confidently looking for meat, whether
in the morning or the evening ;

(31) And if she should be slapped there by his hand, he would get in return from
her two such blows of no less strength.

NOTES

(2) The "dishevelled "
tent-peg is one which through constant battering has been reduced to a mass

of woody fibres like hair, and is no longer of any use and has therefore been left behind in the ground.

(3) The faulty rhyme in this verse suffers from the defect called sindd in prosody.

(6) For the "
railing woman," 'ddhilah, see index to Mufaddt. ii, 384.

(9)
" Mashrafite" sword: see Mufaddt. ii, index, p. 385.
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(n) "To give cares the entertainment" of a good fast riding-camel is a figurative way of saying

that he drove away his cares by riding at a swift pace the animal he proceeds to describe.

(13) The rendering of the second hemistich here given is that suggested by Prof. Bevan : I offer

it with some diffidence. If we could take sadaa as meaning
" to divide into classes," we might translate

" most capable in respect of that in regard to which riding-camels are classified," i.e.., speed. There is

some difficulty in lakmgyushihu in this verse in a different sense from mushlhun in v. 18; but the Lexx.

clearly recognize both meanings.

(16) Andarun will be remembered as the name of a place from which wine was imported,

mentioned in the Miiall. of 'Amr b. Kulthum, v. i. According to Yaqiit it is a village a day's journey

to the south of Aleppo, on the border of the Desert.

(23) Shiryanah is the name of a species of Zizyphits : a bow made from it is mentioned in the

Miifaddt. i, xvi, 24. Taqallud must here have the secondary sense of undertaking, exercising a function:

but it would be better to read taqallubiha.

(24) No precise information regarding the gadl>-\.rce, from which the arrows were made, is obtain-

able ; see Lane, s.v. According to some authorities it is the same as the nab'ah, which is identified as

Grewia populifolia.

(31) This verse is better placed after v. 32. The hunter's wife may be assumed, in consequence

of the disappointment of the expectations mentioned in v. 32, to have greeted him with some harsh

speech; v. 31 then says: "If he should requite her abuse with a slap on the face" (notice "hand"

expressed by dhatu khamsin,
"
that which has five [fingers] "),

" he would get back from her two blows

for his one." Compare the scene of the return of the unsuccessful hunter to his family in Muzarrid's

poem in the Mnfaddt., No. XVII, 69 to end.

XIV

ti Ul : JUi
r ' .. r f
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In Agham xvi, 165-6. The story comes from Abu 'Amr ash-Shaibani (Ishaq b. Mirar) : the verses

come from Mu'arrij. In Agh. we find iJ^U. in v. i ("advanced in age"). In v. 2 I have adopted from

Agh. U) Jlis : our MS. has *J C-iis, which makes no sense.
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TRANSLATION

Imra' al-Qais son of Hujr, prince of Kindah, visited the tribe of Bakr son of Wa'il, and

pitched there his tents of leather. He asked them whether they had a poet among them.
'

Yes,' said they :

' an old man of Qais son of Tha'labah defends our tribal honour.' He asked

that he might be summoned, and when 'Amr son of Qaml'ah appeared, besought him to recite

some of his poems, which he much admired. Imra' al-Qais then proposed to 'Amr to

accompany him [on his journey to the Qaisar], which he agreed to do, and set out with him
;

but he died on the journey far away from home, and was therefore called by the Arabs ' 'Amr

the Lost.' These verses were made by 'Amr in reference to the proposal of Imra' al-Qais :

(1) I complained to him that I was a man broken in condition, old, with a large

family, and suffering from scarcity of milk :

(2) He said to us in answer 'Welcome to your own people, to an easy life, and

wide spaces! If ye would like flesh of the wild game to eat, then mount

and ride with us.'

NOTES

The celebrated journey of Imra' al-Qais to the Emperor (Justinian) at Constantinople, to ask his

help in obtaining vengeance for the murder of his father Hujr by the men of Asad (see Introduction to

the Dnvan of 'Abid), is described in No. XX of that poet's Dvwan (Ahlw. pp. 128-131). The ode is a

patch-work of incoherent passages, and has at least three separate openings, viz. vv. i, 19, and 20
;

perhaps the last is the real opening of the original poem dealing with the journey into Asia Minor.

'Amr b. Qaml'ah figures in it as the poet's companion in vv. 43 and 44 :

" My comrade wept when he saw the Pass [ad-Darb, the pass over the Taurus leading to Derbe]
behind him, and knew for certain that we were approaching the land of Csesar :

" I said to him ' Let not thine eye weep : verily we shall achieve a kingdom, or shall die

and be excused.'
"

From the last piece in our MS. (No. XVI) it would appear that 'Amr b. Qaml'ah was accompanied
on the journey by his daughter.

Jb,

xv

5. f <5 t
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'

[XV

O ' ' &

l "* O

'

-^X-u

Vv. lo-n are cited in Yaq. i, 582" as by Muraqqish (whether the elder or the younger is not stated).

V. 12 is cited in LA iv, 330" with 'Amr's name. Nasr. 2^6
6~K has vv. 14-23. V. 23 is cited in Maj-

mu'at al Ma'aw, 67, last line.

2. MS. reads O
If J f

5. MS. has dJ^a^o.

10. JvJLJI is mentioned as a place-name in Yaq. and Bakri.

, i i > ,

12. LA reads j> O f r i> an^ ? d for? d

14. MS.

1 8. Nasr.

19.

J ^ '

22. Nasr. lyLLu 31.

25. The MS. has k

29. For the phrase ^>*J *^j u~ij-i O*^* see LA viii, 199".

TRANSLATION

This poem offers several difficulties, which in the absence of a commentary it is not easy

to solve. It consists of two parts: vv. 1-13, the naslb or amatory prelude, and vv. 14 to end,

an account of a journey to the court of al-Munclhir III, King of al-Hlrah, to which the poet

repairs to justify himself against an accusation which he protests is false; this part winds up
with five verses in praise of the King.

(1) Umamah is gone far from thee, and there is left for thee only to ask after her

the encampments where she dwelt, and ever-growing remoteness from her

has taken the place to thee of union ;

(2) A distant destination has carried her far away, bringing alienation in exchange
to those who offered sincere affection.

(3) The leader of the camp gave the call for departure : then quickly all betook

themselves to making ready for the start ;
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(4) [The handmaids] brought near all the male camels with lofty humps, broad in

the sides, that devour [in their speed] the way that lies before them :

(5) Whensoever [the other camels] clothed, themselves with the unknown [i.e.,

entered upon travel in a land of which they did not know the way-marks],
and slackened down, after going at a quick pace (rasim), to a lesser speed

(nigat),

(6) There guided them in the right path one having his loins girt up, overtaking

them with a male camel strong in the back, of Arhab's breed, great in size.

(7) Thou wouldst think the burdens of the tribe \i.e.
the litters of the ladies and

the baggage], when in the mirage [the camels] travelled along in a string

together, were tall palm-trees

(8) Drinking up water [with their roots] in the midst of a well-filled pool that has

overflowed, so that it has become broad and long.

(9) [The handmaids] had clad their litters with curtains which hung down loosely

over them,

(10) And in them were black-eyed ladies like gazelles that reach out to crop the

hanging branches in the upper parts of the valley of as-Salll.

(n) The train put Qudais and the outskirts thereof to their right, and the gravelly

plain of Ra'm to their left
;

(12) Yearningly they gazed on the cloud-mass, as they watched it letting loose its

buckets-full of rain on al-Furudat
;

(13) And when they came down to the place where the Spring rain had fallen,

they exchanged their seats in the camel-litters for curtained canopies.********
(14) Yea, many the waterless desert in which the mirage plays, wherein those that

journey by night fear to lose their way,

(15) Have I traversed with a mind between "hope and fear, what time the gazelles

creep into their refuges for shade,

(16) Mounted on a spare she-camel, [hard] like the boulder in a stream-bed with

little water left in it, swift as a wild-ass, that makes no complaint of

weariness
;

(17) Towards the Son of ash-Shaqlqah have I directed her course, fearing punish-

ment, yet hoping for a boon

(18) Towards the Son of ash-Shaqlqah, the best of kings, and the most faithful of

them when he makes covenants.

(19) Art thou not the kindest of them to those under thy protection, and the most
bountiful of them when they contend in respect of fame for bounty ?

(20) May my folk be thy sacrifice! [I come,] petitioning the return of thy favour.

Thou wast angry, and didst think true the word that was said about me ;
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(21) An enemy came to thee, and thou didst believe him: why didst thou not

wait
( mayst thou be rightly guided !

)
till an enquiry was made ?

(22) I never said that of which they falsely accused me, nor did I ever apprehend
that it would be said of me.

(23) If that was true which they told thee of me, then may not my right hand join
to my left !

(24) Look closely into my case and follow after the truth : for verily I am a man
who fears to be punished without having committed any crime.**##**##

(25) Yea, many the day of battle, when the souls rise [to the throats of men

through fear], wherein thou dost assail with thy spear-thrusts the flanks

of the [enemy's] infantry,

(26) Hast thou been present at, and hast extinguished the fires of its fury, and

brought back therefrom the thirsty camels fully satisfied with their

drinking.

(27) And many the clamorous host, to behold which cures sore eyes, like the night
clothed in shadows [from its masses of men],

(28) When the flashing of the helmets on the heads of the warriors therein is like

brilliant lamps that put out all lesser flames,

(29) Hast thou brought upon thy foes, notwithstanding their distance, in a morning
attack : to some thou bringest clothing [compared to plumage], and others

thou strippest of their plumes.

NOTES

(4) It is the business of the women-servants to prepare the camels (always males) that bear the

litters of the ladies. The second hemistich is difficult. The verb ghala, meaning
"
to destroy, devour,"

is not infrequently used in the 3rd form (ghawala} for hastening, as though meaning that the horse or

camel "
eats up or abolishes

"
the road in front of it. Hiyal means " the front

"
of anything, that which

is over against or opposite to you. Ghala in the first form has not (so far) been found in the sense of

ghawala, but I think the suggested rendering is the most probable.

(5) The gloss shows that the commentator did not understand this verse. Niqal means "to tread

warily, cautiously," and therefore slowly (see glossary of Naqd'id). Rasim is a brisk pace. With

majhulatan we must understand ardan.

(6) Probably a verse has dropped out here which would have made the construction plain : as the

text stands the accusatives after hadahunna are difficult to account for. The agent to that verb is

perhaps the big-humped male camel, mumfu-l-qara, of v. 4, and the accusatives may possibly be treated

as a hal, but this is doubtful. According to LA i, 400", the Band Arhab were a section of the tribe of

Hamdan in the Yaman, and their breed of camels was celebrated for its excellence. Lahiq may also be

rendered "
emaciated," but this is not likely to be its meaning here when combined with shadlda-l-mata

arid/// : a camel's strength is in the abundance of its flesh and muscle.
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(8) The use of ata in this verse, for a pool that has extended far, is remarkable.

(10) Here we have taqru (without wa prefixed) as in v. n of No. XI ante, where see the note.

As-Salil is a wadl mentioned by Zuhair, an-Nabighah, Labid, and Hassan b. Thabit : it was the scene of

a fight between 'Abs and Asad : it was therefore not in the lands of the poet's tribe, Qais b. Tha'labah,

who lived in al-Yamamah.

(n) According to Yaqut iv, 42, Qudais is the name of a place near al-Qadisiyah, not a variant of

the latter name. For Ra'm there are several quotations in Bakri : 266, 482 (Nabighah Ja'di) : 418, 454,

601 (Ibn Muqbil), but this place will not suit if Qudais be understood as near Qadisiyah. Yaqut i, 582,

mentions Burqatu Ram, citing this verse, but does not say where it was. If the journey described was

in the neighbourhood of al-Hlrah, which would suit Qudais as explained, the "
gravelly plain of Ra'm "

was evidently situated there.

(12) Nothing is ascertainable about al-Furudat, the vocalization of which is confirmed by LA
iv, 33o

15
.

(13) Cf. ante, No. XI, 9.

(15) rtanaqna : the Lexx. give ta'annaqa as the appropriate form for animals seeking their holes,

'aniqa\ a word specially applied in the dictionaries to the yerboa, but here used of gazelles.

(16) For the boulder in a stream-bed, atari ath-thamll, see Mufaddt. xx, 33, cxx, 14.

(18) "The Son of ash-Shaqiqah
''

is evidently King al-Mundhir III of al-Hlrah, who was known to

the Greeks as 'AXa/MouvSapos 6 2aKi5s (vv.ll. 2a/aV>j9, 2/a'/o;) : the Arabs called him " Son of Ma'

as-Sama,"
" Rain of the Heaven," a by-name ; according to Tabari, his mother's proper name was

Mariyah, daughter of 'Auf b. Jusham, of the tribe of Namir ibn Qasit (see Noldeke, Sasaniden, pp.

169-70) : Hamzah calls her Mawiyah. The contemporary testimony of the Greeks, however, shows that

this is wrong, and that her real name was, as our poet has it, ash-Shaqiqah. This is a notable piece of

evidence for the genuineness of the poem as an ancient composition. King al-Mundhir fell at 'Ain Ubagh
in the neighbourhood of Qinnesrin (Chalcis), fighting against King al-Harith of Ghassan (see Mufaddt.

ii, 328) in June 554, and therefore the poem must be older than that. Al-Mundhir reigned 49 or 50

years, and was a terrible scourge to the Roman borders. If we put Imra' al-Qais's journey to Justinian's

Court in 540 or thereabout, and suppose it true that 'Amr was then about 90 years of age, he must have

been much younger when he made this poem, which may therefore date from 510 or 520.

(21) Nadharta here has the force of intadharta, "await the result" (Prof. Bevan's suggestion):

this use is quite common.

(23) For the form of adjuration in this verse cf. Mufaddt. Ixxvi, 2, 3.

(26) For the comparison of armies led to the conflict and brought back therefrom sated with

slaughter to camels led down to the drinking-place and back therefrom with quenched thirst, cf. Zuhair,

Muall. 36, 37.

(27) It is not impossible that the reading of the MS. may be yubriqu instead oiyubrfu, which would

mean " confounds or dazzles the eyes." It is not clear to what minhu refers, unless we understand it to

be the night : the literal rendering would then be "an army...like the night, [as it were] clad in shadows

thereof."

Here ends the Dlwan proper : but the MS. has, after the formula of conclusion, two fragments.

The first is a duplicate of No. VIII above (see notes). The second is as follows :
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XVI

Jl

f s ft t'ls '

Va \

This piece is in Yaqut iii, f. It is cited in A^zj-r. 295, and Khiz. ii, 247-50.

V. 2 is in Bakri 76s
4
,
and LA xviii, 297". The first two vv. in Slbawaihi, vol. I, "](y and 120'*-.

V. 2 in 'Umdah ii, 213. The passage is discussed at great length in Khiz. ii, 247-50.

TRANSLATION

(1) The daughter of 'Amr asked me of the country, of which she did not recognise

the way-marks ;

(2) When she saw Satldama, she wept : sooth, a strange man were he who would

blame her to-day !

(3) She called to remembrance the land in which was her people, her uncles therein

on the mother's and the father's side.

NOTES

This passage is cited by the grammarians for the example which it displays of the insertion in v. 2

of al-yauma between lillahi darru and the word it governs, man, a remarkable license made necessary

by reasons of metre. The verse is also noticeable for its use of lillahi darru man, &c., not in praise,

but in blame : the use of this idiom is generally spoken of in the Lexx. and grammars as expressive only

of admiration : but it is also used, though more rarely, for surprise or astonishment in general, and there-

fore sometimes in relation to conduct which is not admirable, but extraordinary only. See Mufaddt. ii,

p. 1 1 6, note to v. (4).

Of Satidama different accounts are given in the Geographies : it is generally supposed to be a

mountain, but the compilers knew nothing certain about it. The name is evidently non-Arabic. The

course of Imra' al-Qais's journey, as described in his poem relating to it, took him north through the

Hauran to Damascus, and thence through Syria by Ba'labakk and the Orontes Valley (Hamah and

Shaizar are mentioned) : thence he crossed the Amanus and Taurus ranges. Satldama may possibly be

the name of a mountain in that region.

END OF DIWAN.
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FRAGMENTS
i

Buhturl, Hamasah p. 127.

JlSi ^~~=>^ *L*-w u*^ <Ou** (-5

X ^-

For the last word there is a note L>U* xiU
.ji

: probably UU is an
pW-J

of gUk,
"
dust."

TRANSLATION

(1) A man's life among mankind is like nothing so much as a kindled brand which

thou holdest up to flame in a wind :

(2) At one time it blazes forth with a fair shining light, brilliant in colour then it

falls away into dust.

NOTE
Compare Labid, Dlw. (Khalidi), p. 22".

2

Id. p. 157.

' r Vi f a ^ ' ti-" 9 ' ti e - - ' ' ft -

- Al
-jM-aJJI CJ^jlj Oj-Jj^i/' (<"^ J O^.;

LJ

TRANSLATION

(1) I have grown old, and all my near kin have left me and gone, and my soul

has learnt truly the lesson that there is no abiding ;

(2) Those I loved have departed and vanished from sight, and Time has left

me not one of them from whom to seek support.

(3) O Time, enough hast thou done ! be gentle with us : we are not rocks, we are

not iron !
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3

Id. p. 1 8 1.

TRANSLATION

(1) Already before thee there have been Kings of Ghassan, and Kings of the

house of Nasr, men who scattered favours around
;

(2) They wore their royal dignity like a crown, men of high emprise ;
but they

perished, as the peoples of old have vanished away.

(3) Think not that Time will give perpetuity to you, or stay his march for you,

when he stopped not for them
;

(4) If he could have done so, he had stayed for Tubba', and the Masters of mighty

works, 'Ad and I ram.

NOTE
The House of Nasr is the family of the Kings of al-Hirah. Since the dynasties both of Ghassan

and of the Lakhmite Kings of al-Hirah were at the height of their power during "Amr's life and for long
after his death, it is extremely unlikely that these verses, which treat them as great names of the past,

are rightly ascribed to him. Their theme is one repeatedly handled by the old poets and their imitators.

LA ix, 246" and xvii, 293
20

.

So also in Marzuqi, Azminak wa-Amkmah^ i, 287, ii, 57. In Marz. Azm. ii, 53 and in Kitab aj-
. x Of *

Sinaatain 167 the reading is lyXIU y>jt.

TRANSLATION

The young moon looked, as it leaned towards its setting, like a paring of the nail

of the little finger on the horizon.
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TRANSLATION

Already had he stripped from him his drawers wrongfully, and they defiled the

upper part of his neck with blood on a Friday.

NOTE

Prof. Bevan writes :

" '

Arubah is given in the Lexx. as an old name for Friday, yaum al-Jumah :

it is the Jewish-Aramaic 'drubhta. It is remarkable that this expression, as well as the characteristic

word 'ilawah, meaning
'

the upper part of the neck at the base of the skull,' occurs in exactly the

same manner in some verses ascribed to A'sha Hamdan (Ahlwardt's Anonyme Arabische Chronik, p. 330).

A friend of the poet, named Fandash b. Hayyan al-Hamdani, had a quarrel with a man and wounded
him slightly. For this act Fandash was slain by the well-known Ibn al-Ash'ath, who is addressed by
al-A'sha as follows :

The first of these verses is quoted by LA, s.v. ^jus (anonymously). I suspect that the verse which is

cited in the Asds is really by A'sha Hamdan, and refers to the same incident, which occurred in the

reign of the Khallfah 'Abd al-Malik."

Nasr. 297* (after Sibawaihi).

- / -- stl

TRANSLATION

Yea, many there be that hate our troops of camels : yet they come home safe in the

evening and go forth in the morning, in spite of their hate.
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7

Jahidh, Hayawan v, 2619-20
.

uLjJ! jLlall stAS J* i.juj
x ' ' x

In the Hamasah p. 276 these verses appear in a poem ascribed to Sulmi b. Rabl'ah of Dabbah ; in

the Asma'tyat the poem (no. 16) is attributed to 'Ilba b. Arim (read Arqam) ;
in the AmdR of al-Qali

the former is mentioned as the author. The matter of the verses recurs frequently in the old poetry :

cf. ante No. II, v. 15.

TRANSLATION

(1) What time the maidens are hidden in a veil of smoke, and make haste to set

the cauldrons on the fire, and find the time long [before the meat is cooked],

(2) Then do the gaming-arrows in my hands yield abundantly provision for our

dependants, from the upper part of the humps of great she-camels ten

months gone in pregnancy.

NOTE

In v. i fa-mallatl may possibly mean "
they also roast (or rather broil) [some of the food]," and is

so interpreted by Tibrizi in his commentary to the Hamasah
;
but I prefer the rendering I have chosen :

it is often said, in describing such scenes, that the expectant guests, in their hunger, try to anticipate the

full cooking of the food (see the index to the Mufaddt. vol.
ii). The "

maidens," al-'adhara, are here

the free-born daughters of the household, not the handmaids, al-ima', of the next piece.

8

Jahidh, Hayawan v, 26 I4~ 17 and vi, ii7
18~ 21

(in both passages extremely corrupt).
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- I ^ * -

.^=1, J^l >
'

,- X ' ' #

C > .> ,- x / ix >

A

The last verse is given in LA vii, 364
18

,
without the poet's name, and with the reading j-ol

TRANSLATION

(1) My temper is not the temper of hares, what time the flow of milk of the milch

camels becomes scanty in the winter cold,

(2) And thou seest the handmaids crouching like old roots of trees, sticking close

to the place where the pot is set
;

(3) And thou seest the smoke, like dark-coloured mud, curling forth from behind

the women's curtain.

(4) Your evil qualities are always ready, but your good is like the milk-flow of a

young hare in her first pregnancy.

NOTE

The text of these verses is made up by combining and amending the readings of the two places in

Jahidh's Hayawan where they are cited : like almost all the poetical quotations in that book as printed

at Cairo, they are disgracefully mishandled by the editor. Fortunately the last verse occurs in the Lisan.

Jahidh is speaking of the idea which prevailed among the Arabs that the female hare is the animal which

yields the least milk to its young after their birth. The description is that of famine in winter time.

9

Jahidh, Hayawan i, 169*.

,
.

il JL^I

This verse is also cited by Jahidh in the Kitdb al-Baydn wa-t-Tibyan i, 159", with the reading

TRANSLATION

And a lifter-up of burdens from the main-stock of his tribe when they come upon
them, and none else can handle them though he strive his utmost.

NOTE
The verse is quoted in connexion with the condemnation by Jahidh of forced and strained inter-

pretations of words, and in illustration of Qur'an xxxviii, 86, for the meaning of >Jd>.

92
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ADDITIONAL NOTES

In Tabarl's commentary on the Qur'an, vol. i, 180, and ii, 49, the following verse is attributed to

'Amr b. Qatnl'ah :

O f s b s } If Jxwl

The verse is however by al-Hadirah : see Mufaddt. viii, 7.

In al-Marzuqi's Kiiab al-Azminah wa-l-Amkinah, vol. ii, p. 38", the first three verses of Tarafah's

poem No. VIII (Ahlw. Six Poets, p. 65) are cited as by 'Amr b. Qami'ah. The passage is remarkable

because it has the expression ^.*^oJt t>*j, apparently in the sense "they betook themselves to the

gaming-arrows," using ^--i*
not in the more usual (or perhaps later) sense of an arrow to which no

share in the stakes was allotted, but which was put in merely to make up the required number, but

rather as meaning an arrow with shares, perhaps a lucky arrow : see the second explanation given to

No. II, v. 15, ante. For the ordinary meaning of manlh see Dlw. of 'Amir b. at-Tufail, scholion to

xi, 2, and Hamasah 208, bottom.
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